
Summer School on Process Mining 
Super C, RWTH Aachen University, Germany, 4-8 July 2022 

Welcome to the first Process Mining Summer School (PMSS-22) organized by the IEEE Task 
Force on Process Mining and the Process and Data Science (PADS) group at RWTH Aachen 
University. This is a once-in-a-lifetime event and a landmark in the development of process 
mining.  
Although process mining emerged in the late 1990s, only in recent years have organizations 
started to use it on a larger scale. Currently, there are over 40 process-mining vendors, and 
many of the bigger organizations use it to improve their processes. However, there are still many 
open scientific problems, and many practitioners are unaware of the foundational concepts. 
Therefore, the first Process Mining Summer School is not only timely, but also necessary. The 
interest in joining PMSS-22 was overwhelming.  
Unfortunately, we had to decline many applications because of space constraints. We now 
have a group of 130 highly-qualified participants and 20 lecturers. All lecturers are well-known 
experts in process mining. This provides a unique opportunity for the participants to personally 
meet many of the pioneers that shaped the field.  
In the context of PMSS-22, we also created the “Process Mining Handbook”, which will serve as 
a valuable reference for years to come. Participants get a copy of the handbook. The handbook 
is also available as open access such that many can benefit from it. Also, the slides and 
recordings will be made available afterwards.  
We thank the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Celonis, the RWTH Center of Artificial 
Intelligence, the Cluster of Excellence Internet of Production, and Springer for their support.  
PMSS-22 follows the first International Conference on Process Mining (ICPM 2019), which also 
took place in Aachen. Aachen is well known for its historic old town center, e.g., the Aachen 
Cathedral was the first UNESCO World Heritage site in Germany. As part of the social program, 
you will also experience that the Netherlands and Belgium are within walking distance. Make 
sure to enjoy not only the lectures, but also the interactions with other participants and 
lecturers, the social program, and the beautiful views from Super C. Let’s go #pmschool22! 

Wil van der Aalst, on behalf of the PADS group and co-director Josep Carmona.  



Lecturers 

Social Events 

The welcome dinner is on Monday, July 4, 18:45–23:30 in Forum M, Buchkremerstraße 1–7, 52062 Aachen. 

Forum M is on the top floor of the Mayersche Buchhandlung Aachen, with a beautiful view over the city.  

The hike to the “Dreiländereck” (Drielandenpunt in Dutch) starts on Wednesday, July 6, 13:30 from Super 

C. This is a two-hour walk with some drinks at the destination (bring proper shoes). Return is individual

by hiking back or taking the city bus (descend to Vaalserquartier Vaals Grenze and then use bus 25, 33, or

55). Please check out the more detailed information and get the “9 euro ticket” beforehand.

The “After-Hiking Party” on Wednesday is sponsored and organized by Celonis in the Centre Charlemagne, 

Katschhof 1, 52062 Aachen (in-between the city hall and cathedral). The party starts at 19:00 with 

opportunities to dine, drink, and dance. 

The final social event will take place in the RWTH SkyLounge on top of the main building (Templergraben 

55, next to Super C) on Thursday, July 7, and starts at 18:30. The RWTH SkyLounge provides a beautiful 

view over Aachen. Drinks and food are provided. 

For all social events, bring your nametag! 

See http://www.process-mining-summer-school.org/ for details.

http://www.process-mining-summer-school.org/




Practical Information 

 Lectures start at 8:45 sharp every day. The registration starts at 8:15 on the first day (be
sure to be there in time to allow for a smooth start).

 Attendance will be recorded each day. Participants that attend all lectures will get a digital
certificate afterwards. Please do not cherry-pick lectures but enjoy the full program.

 The summer school will take place on the top floor of the Super C building of RWTH Aachen
University (address: Templergraben 57, 52062 Aachen, 5 minutes walking from the center,
20 minutes from the main station).

 You can use Eduroam or the Wifi access information in your bag.
 See http://www.process-mining-summer-school.org/ for slides and information about

the tools used. You will get a printed copy of the “Process Mining Handbook”, but the link is
also available on the website.

 Lunches and coffee breaks will be provided. Additionally, there are 300+ restaurants and
75+ cafes in Aachen. For example, in Pontstraße you can find various nice restaurants with
reasonable prices.

 You can buy the “9 Euro Ticket” for all local transport in Germany for the whole month of
July.

 Use the hashtag #pmschool22 to share impressions and experiences via social media
(Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.).

 If you have any questions or need help, you can refer to someone from the PADS
organization team.

Organizing and Supporting 

http://www.process-mining-summer-school.org/
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